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ABSTRACT: Luminescence in molecular aggregates can be quenched either by
intermolecular charge transfer or by forming a dipole-forbidden lower Frenkel exciton in
H-aggregate. Taking intermolecular charge transfer and excitonic coupling into a threestate model through localized diabatization, we demonstrate that the low-lying
intermolecular charge-transfer state could couple with the upper bright Frenkel exciton
to form dipole-allowed S1 that lies below the dark state, which accounts for the recent
experimentally discovered strong luminescence in organic light-emitting transistors
(OLETs) system with DPA and dNaAnt herringbone aggregates. The condition of
forming such bright state is that the electron and hole transfer integrals, te and th, are of
the same sign, and should be notably larger than the excitonic coupling (J), that is , te ×
th > 2J2. This theoretical ﬁnding not only rationalizes recent experiments but unravels an
exciting scenario where strong luminescence and high charge mobilities become
compatible, which is a preferable condition for both OLETs and electrically pumped
lasing.
KEYWORDS: photoluminescence quantum yield, carrier mobility, H-aggregates, OLET
According to Kasha’s exciton model (Figure 1),14 the lowest
excited state of an H-aggregate dimer, with positive excitonic
coupling J, is a dipole-forbidden antisymmetric Frenkel exciton
(FE), and hence the emission is prohibited. For the J-aggregate
dimer, due to a negative exciton coupling, the lowest excited
state becomes dipole-allowed symmetric FE, of which the
transition dipole moment is strengthened by a factor of 2
compared to that of the monomer. The emission of the Jaggregate is thus enhanced upon aggregation, which
corresponds to the origin of superradiance.16 While ubiquitously applied in organic crystalline systems, this classical
Kasha picture relies on a 1D model and does not account for
the eﬀect of wave function overlaps, which is indeed essential
to the photoluminescence as well as charge transport
properties of the crystal. In fact, theoretical studies have
shown that H- and J-aggregate properties can simultaneously
exist within one crystalline structure depending on the choice
of the aggregating direction, and the one with stronger exciton
coupling is usually experimentally observed. Moreover, such
property can be altered by a number of factors such as the
change of temperature17 and the involvement of CT exciton

I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last two decades, promising advantages of organic
light-emitting transistors (OLETs) have been signiﬁcantly
explored, which promote the performance of organic lightemitting and display devices.1−8 Compared with organic lightemitting diodes (OLEDs), OLETs combine the switching
abilities of a transistor that simpliﬁes the circuitry required for
display applications. Owing to its capability of providing high
current density and low optical loss at the electrodes, OLET
also has great potential in realizing electrically pumped organic
lasers.9,10 Nevertheless, superior OLET candidates require
both strong photoluminescence and high charge mobility,
which are normally considered as two contradictory properties
and diﬃcult to be simultaneously satisﬁed within one organic
compound.3,7,11,12 Such contradiction arises from the fact that
large transfer integrals, which are essential to high charge
mobility, may introduce lower-lying intermolecular chargetransfer (CT) state that quenches optical emission. Furthermore, the reported promising organic transistors to date are
typically tight-packing H-aggregates rather than J-aggregates13
of which the emission process is prohibited within the
traditional Kasha’s exciton model (Figure 1).14 In addition, it
is generally conceived in organic optoelectronic devices that
the carrier recombination is of the Langevin-type,15 namely,
high mobility leads to fast nonradiative decay, which is
detrimental to optical emission. Therefore, molecular design of
OLET materials is still full of challenges.
© 2021 American Chemical Society
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Figure 1. Schematic exciton coupling model for conventional Kasha H- and J-aggregate dimers. The transition dipole moments of each monomer
point to the same direction, giving rise to the dipole-allowed symmetric FE (|FES⟩) and dipole-forbidden antisymmetric FE (|FEAS⟩). The strength
of the transition dipole moment is denoted by the saturation of the red color: |FES⟩ has larger transition dipole moment compared to the excited
states of each monomer |A*B⟩ and |B*A⟩, and the black color corresponds to dipole-forbidden dark states.

Figure 2. (a) Molecular structures of HB aggregates investigated in this work. (b) Schematic HB packing motif.

(CTE),18−22 which would essentially aﬀect the energetic order
of the excited states. While previous theoretical works mainly
focus on π-stacking aggregates via means of parametrized
model Hamiltonians and/or modeled aggregate systems,19,20,23
the luminescence mechanism of herringbone (HB) packing
motif remains unclear, of which the characteristic is diﬀerent
from its π-stacking counterpart. More importantly, to address
the aforementioned entangled factors, a quantitative description directly from ab initio calculation for the luminescence
mechanism of realistic crystalline aggregates is undoubtedly
desired.
Keeping these in mind, we focus on various HB aggregates
(Figure 2a) in this work and propose a quantitative description
of their photoluminescence mechanism through a diabatic
Hamiltonian constructed from Boys localized diabatization
method.24 Our calculations evince that one CTE of the
investigated dimers lies closely to the FEs and presumably gets
involved in the light-emitting process. On the basis of a threestate diabatic Hamiltonian, we demonstrate that the CTE
would couple with the symmetric FE and form a dipoleallowed S1 in H-aggregates if the electron and hole transfer
integrals are of the same sign and their strength is notably
larger than the exciton coupling. This hybrid S1 state lies below
the dark state and beneﬁts the ﬂuorescent process. In principle,
larger transfer integrals also beneﬁt charge mobility. We further
investigate the role played by the packing conﬁgurations in the
light-emitting properties for anthracene derivatives, and screen
out favored packing conﬁgurations for strong luminescence.
Altogether, by reconciling the two conventionally contradictory factors in OLET, that is, photoluminescence and
charge mobility, our theoretical protocols presented here are
expected to considerably broaden the aperture of novel OLET
design in the future.

II. RESULTS
A. Three-State Model Hamiltonian. In two-dimensional
HB lattice, four face-to-edge stacking dimers, and two slipped
π−π stacking dimers can be formed between one molecule and
its nearest neighbors (Figure 2b). We choose the face-to-edge
stacking dimer with the shortest centroid distance and
compare its properties with those of the slipped π−π stacking
dimer. As shown in Figure S1a, the intermolecular dispersion
predicted by XSAPT+MBD25 in face-to-edge dimers is
consistently stronger than that in slipped π−π stacking dimers
for all investigated aggregates. Moreover, according to the
point-dipole approximation, the exciton coupling J is inversely
proportional to the cube of the centroid distance between two
monomers. Therefore, the face-to-edge stacking dimers have
stronger exciton coupling compared to slipped π−π stacking
dimers due to shorter centroid distances (as demonstrated in
Table S1 for DSB26). As a result, the face-to-edge stacking
dimer, which has stronger intermolecular interaction and
exciton coupling compared to the slipped π−π counterpart, is
expected to exhibit more pronounced aggregation eﬀect and
therefore is employed to investigate the luminescence
properties of the aggregates.
Within one face-to-edge stacking dimer, two types of CTE
are formed, which are denoted as F+E− (charge transferred
from “face” part to “edge” part) and F−E+ (charge is transferred
from “edge” part to “face” part). (See Figure 2b for the
deﬁnitions of the “face” and “edge” parts.) The excitation
energies of F−E+ and F+E− for all investigated systems (based
on an isolated dimer) are shown in Table 1, together with the
S1 excitation energies of monomers for comparison. It can be
seen that F−E+ is signiﬁcantly lower in energy than F+E− and
lies closely to the locally excited S1 state. Such energetic
separation can be attributed to diﬀerent intermolecular
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is tediously long without any approximation and impractical to
be employed for our analysis. Therefore, we perform the
diagonalization within two simpliﬁed but practical scenarios,
(i) th ≈ te = t and (ii) th ≈ − te = t. For th ≈ te = t, the ﬁrst two
eigenenergies are given by

Table 1. Excitation Energy of the Two Types of CTEs and
Locally Excited S1 State of the Monomer in Face-to-Edge
Dimers Computed from Boys Localized Diabatization
Method at the Level of ωB97X-D*/6-31G(d)a
compound

EF−E+

EF+E−

ES1

An
DPA
dNaAnt
o-DPYA
m-DPYA
DSB

4.05
3.38
3.25
3.49
3.63
4.00

4.79
4.16
4.07
4.20
4.20
4.73

3.64
3.32
3.26
3.41
3.39
3.83/3.92b

Letter

E1 = E − J

(3)

s+J−

E2 = E +

where s = ECT

(s − J )2 + 8t 2

2
− E ; with the corresponding eigenstates

Ψ1 = |FEAS⟩

a

Numbers are shown in the unit of eV. bTwo locally excited states
have diﬀerent energies.

Ψ2 =

interactions inside these two CTEs. As shown in Figure S1b
and Table S2, the overall attraction inside F−E+ is stronger
than that inside F+E−, which mainly results from larger
electrostatic and induction forces. Such stronger attraction
stabilizes the energy of F−E+, making it energetically possible
for F−E+ (rather than F+E−) to couple with the locally excited
states of the monomer. While previous study has reported that
such energetic separation in pentacene dimer can be strongly
decreased when taking the actual crystalline environment into
consideration,27 we ﬁnd that a pure F+E− state can be obtained
from the QM/MM method28,29 for our investigated aggregates
(as shown in Figure S2) and its energy is signiﬁcantly higher
than those of the ﬁrst three adiabatic excited state (as shown in
Table S3), which reinforces that F+E− is unlikely to couple
with low-lying locally excited states of these systems.
Since only one CTE (F−E+) is energetically favorable to
couple with the locally excited state of each monomer
(denoted as F*E and FE* for consistency) for HB aggregates
investigated in this work, their electronic structure and
photophysical properties can be comprehensively described
via a three-state diabatic Hamiltonian. Within Boys localized
diabatization algorithm,24 the charge separation of each
diabatic state (|F*E⟩, |FE*⟩, and |F−E+⟩) is maximized, and
the diabatic Hamiltonian in the basis of {
{|F*E⟩; |FE*⟩; |F−E+⟩} is of the form
É
ÄÅ
ÅÅ E J th ÑÑÑ
ÑÑ
ÅÅ
Ñ
Å
Ĥ = ÅÅÅÅ J E te ÑÑÑÑ
Ñ
ÅÅ
ÅÅ t t E ÑÑÑ
ÅÅÇ h e CT ÑÑÖ
(1)
where E is the excitation energy of the locally excited state of
each monomer; ECT is the excitation energy of F−E+. Ĥ can
further be represented on the basis of {|FEAS⟩; |FES⟩; |F−E+⟩}
(denoted as /̂ ) as
ÄÅ
ÉÑ
ÅÅ
ÑÑ
2
ÅÅ E − J
0
(th − te)ÑÑÑÑ
ÅÅÅ
ÑÑ
2
ÅÅ
ÑÑ
ÅÅ
ÑÑ
ÅÅ
Ñ
2
/̂ = ÅÅÅÅ 0
(th + te)ÑÑÑÑ
E+J
ÅÅ
ÑÑ
2
ÅÅÅ
ÑÑÑ
ÅÅ 2
ÑÑ
2
ÅÅ
ÑÑ
(th − te)
(th + te) ECT
ÅÅ
ÑÑ
ÅÅÇ 2
ÑÑÖ
2
(2)

1
2

C +1

(4)

(5)

(C|FES⟩ + |F−E+⟩)

(6)

where C = ECT − E − J + (ECT − E − J )2 + 8t 2 . It can
be seen from eqs 5 and 6 that when th ≈ te = t, CTE mainly
couples with symmetric FE, that is, the bright state with μF and
μE pointing to the same direction, while the antisymmetric FE
remains unchanged. Such expression holds for both Haggregate (J > 0) and J-aggregate (J < 0). For H-aggregates
(as schematically shown in Figure 3a), if the coupling between

Figure 3. Schematic graph of the eigenstates of /̂ for (a) scenario I
(th ≈ te = t for H-aggregates) and (b) scenario II (th ≈ − te = t for Jaggregates). C1 = C / C 2 + 1 , C2 = 1/ C 2 + 1 . The strength of
the transition dipole moment is denoted by the saturation of the red
color: the state with more saturated red color has a larger transition
dipole moment, and the black color corresponds to dipole-forbidden
dark states.

|FES⟩ and |F−E+⟩ is large enough, Ψ2, which is a partially bright
state, might lie below Ψ1 and become the light-emitting state.
The emission process in such a case will no longer be
prohibited, leading to the breakdown of the traditional Kasha
picture for H aggregates. Furthermore, when |FES⟩ is lower in
energy than |F−E+⟩, that is, E + J < ECT, the contribution of |
FES⟩ to Ψ2 will exceed 50%, and the resulting transition dipole
moment of Ψ2 (the lowest excited (light-emitting) state) will
be enhanced compared to that of the monomer. Such an
enhancement can be realized when |t | > 2 |J |, which
corresponds to the minimal requirement for E2 < E1 and
E + J < ECT . In other words, the H-aggregates may exhibit an
enhanced emission process with a red-shifted emission peak
compared to the monomer, which conventionally appears in Jaggregates, under the condition that the hole and electron
transfer integrals are of the same sign (th ≈ te = t) and their
values are noticeably larger than the exciton coupling (
|t | > 2 |J |). It should be noted that such conversion from Hto J-aggregates was originally proposed in ref 19 for a diﬀerent
situation in which the two CTEs are degenerate. If the same
condition is met in J-aggregates, the traditional Kasha picture

To unravel the luminescence mechanism of the aggregates,
one needs to diagonalize /̂ and explicitly analyze the resulting
eigenstates as well as the eigenenergies, of which the expression
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radiative decay rate will be decreased upon aggregation.
Contrarily, th and te are of the opposite sign in o-DPYA and mDPYA,33 which fall into the second scenario where the CTE
couples with dark FE, and the emission is expected to be
prohibited. We compare our predicted change of kr upon
aggregation with experimental observations for these investigated systems in Table 2. It can be seen that the theoretical

will hold and light emission will be enhanced just as that in
normal J-aggregates.
Conversely, for the second scenario CTE mainly couples to
the dark |FEAS⟩, while the bright |FES⟩ remains unchanged, as
demonstrated by the eigenstates of Ĥ in the Supporting
Information. The lowest excited state of H-aggregates in such a
case will always be dark since it is a linear combination of two
dipole-forbidden states, |FEAS⟩ and |F−E+⟩, that is, the
traditional Kasha picture will hold. For J-aggregates, in which
|FEAS⟩ lies above |FES⟩, the emission processes will be
quenched if te or th is larger than |J| and the hybrid dark
state becomes the lowest excited state (as schematically
illustrated in Figure 3b). Therefore, th × te < 0 is a presumably
detrimental condition for strong luminescence upon aggregation.
B. Application of the Three-State Model to Realistic
Systems. To carry out quantitative analysis for HB aggregates
investigated in this work, we choose DPA30 as a representative
and its attachment-detachment densities of three localized
diabatic states are shown in Figure 4. Explicit matrix elements

Table 2. Exciton Couplings (J) and Transfer Integrals (th,
te) Evaluated via Boys Localized Diabatization Method for
All Investigated Systems.a
compound
31

An
DPA30
dNaAnt32
o-DPYA33
m-DPYA33
DSB26

J

th

te

kr (theor)

kr (exp)

8
12
26
7
6
80

32
76
60
93
78
2

69
62
66
−36
−41
20

↑
↑
↑
↓
↓
↓

↑
↑
↑
↓
↓
↓

a

Numbers are shown in the unit of meV. The theoretical predicted
and experiment observed change of kr upon aggregation are also
listed.

predictions are in perfect agreement with experiments, which
rationalize our applied three-state model Hamiltonian. It
should be noted that DPA has been previously assigned as Jaggregate due to the enhanced and red-shifted emission
experimentally observed in crystal.30 This is not necessarily
correct since the theoretically predicted exciton coupling for
DPA is positive. On the basis of our theoretical investigations
here, the enhancement and the red shift in the absorption
process upon aggregation are more possibly contributed from
the mediation of the CTE.
Our three-state model Hamiltonian can be further validated
via the QM/MM excited state calculations of which one faceto-edge dimer is treated as the QM part. From Table S6, the
calculated transition dipole moments of AN, DPA, and
dNaAnt exhibit comparable or even larger magnitude
compared to their monomer counterparts, while those of oDPYA, m-DPYA, and DSB are considerably decreased upon
aggregation. These QM/MM results are consistent with what
we have concluded from the three-state diabatic Hamiltonian.
The signiﬁcance and rationality of the diabatic Hamiltonian
not only rely on the resulting correct electronic structure
properties, but indeed on the unraveled insights of the CTenhanced strong emission mechanism of H-aggregates, which
cannot be disclosed by the direct QM/MM calculation.
C. Screening out Favored Packing Motif for Strong
Luminescence. From the above discussion, the relative sign
of the electron and hole transfer integrals is essential to the
luminescence properties of the aggregates. While the CTE is
beneﬁcial to the emission processes in H-aggregates when th ×
te > 0, it will presumably quench the emission in J-aggregates if
th × te < 0 and the absolute value of th and te is signiﬁcantly
larger than that of the exciton coupling. Therefore, it is of
signiﬁcant importance to explore the relationship between the
explicit crystal structure and the relative sign of th and te so as
to quickly screen out the light-emitting favored systems.
Taking DPA as an example, in Figure 5a,b, we plot two
possible conﬁgurations of the dimer, depending on the
orientation of the 2-fold screw rotation axis S2̂ (colored in
blue in Figure 5a,b). In anthracene derivatives studied in this
work, An, DPA, and dNaAnt are eclipsed dimers, of which th

Figure 4. Attachment−detachment densities and excitation energies
of the resulting diabatic states, FE*, F*E, and F−E+ of DPA. The
percentages listed below the excitation energy are the contribution of
the corresponding diabatic state to the adiabatic S1 state of DPA.

of the diabatic Hamiltonian and the adiabatic-to-diabatic
rotation matrix as well as the attachment−detachment
densities of the diabatic states for the rest of systems can be
found in Table S4 and Figure S3, respectively. From the
attachment−detachment densities, three diabatic states, |F*E⟩,
|FE*⟩, and |F−E+⟩, are successfully constructed for each
compound. The calculated exciton couplings, which correspond to the value of the matrix element H12, are all positive,
indicating that these face-to-edge dimers should be identiﬁed
as H-aggregates in a conventional Kasha picture. The transfer
integrals and exciton couplings of the investigated systems are
also calculated via fragment molecular orbital method (Table
S5), and the resulting values are in good agreement with those
given by the localized diabatization method, which rationalizes
the diabatization process.
From the calculated results, the condition for converting Haggregates to J-aggregates (|t | > 2 |J |, i.e., the ﬁrst scenario),
is met in DPA,30 AN,31 and dNaAnt32 dimers, and the
radiative decay rate kr of the aggregates is thus expected to be
increased compared to that of the isolated molecules. Note
that even though DSB falls into the ﬁrst scenario, its transfer
integrals are signiﬁcantly smaller compared to its exciton
coupling, and hence |FEAS⟩ remains to be the lowest excited
state, making it a traditional Kasha H-aggregate that the
5397
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Figure 5. Two packing motifs and the inﬂuence of the packing motif to transfer integral and exciton coupling. Panels a,b correspond to the
structure of eclipsed and staggered DPA face-to-edge dimers; panels c and e correspond to the calculated th × te (in unit of eV2) and J (in unit of
eV) of the eclipsed DPA dimer with respect to the displacements along the short and long axes; panels d and f correspond to those of the staggered
DPA dimer.

and te are of the same sign, while the remaining two systems
are staggered dimers of which th and te have opposite signs.
The eclipsed structures are seemingly proﬁtable to the
photoluminescence. Nevertheless, caution has to been taken
when exploring the dependence of the transfer integrals to the
crystals structure, as previous studies have demonstrated that
the signs of transfer integrals might be changed depending on
the node distribution of the frontier orbitals and the
displacement between two monomers.34
To make a more solid connection between the crystal
structure and the transfer integrals, we construct the eclipsed
and staggered conﬁgurations of the face-to-edge dimers of
DPA, and slip one of the monomers along the short and long
axes (Figure 5a,b) and calculate the transfer integral at various
slipping coordinates. The rationality of such modeled packing
structure lies in the fact that the frontier orbitals of these ﬁve
anthracene derivates mainly localize on the anthracene moiety
with almost identical node distributions (Figure S4). Note that
the distance along the third direction is ﬁxed, since it will only
inﬂuence the strength of the transfer integrals and the exciton
coupling but not their relative signs. The displacement along
the long axis is set to be −1.00∼3.00 Å, while the one along the
short axis is set to be −0.22∼0.08 Å according to the practical
packing structure of anthracene derivatives studied in this
work. As shown in Figure 5c,d, nearly opposite behaviors of the
relative sign of th and te are found in eclipsed and staggered
dimers within the displacement region while the exciton

coupling is consistently positive (Figure 5e,f), indicating the
contrary role played by CTE in these two packing
conﬁgurations. Moreover, the sign of th × te remains
unchanged in both eclipsed dimers or staggered dimers when
we change the herringbone angle from 40° to 60° by rotating
one of the molecules, which covers the range of the
herringbone angles for all investigated systems (Figure S5).
Altogether, these ﬁndings reinforce that when a low-lying CTE
couples with FEs in HB H-aggregates of anthracene
derivatives, the eclipsed stacking conﬁgurations tend to exhibit
enhanced kr in crystals because the sign of th × te is generally
positive for a wide range of modeled packing structures. On
the contrary, th and te tend to be opposite signed and/or small
in staggered stacking conﬁgurations, and therefore staggered
packing conﬁgurations are unfavorable for light-emitting
crystals and the design of OLET materials. Modeled packing
structures with larger displacements have also been investigated in Figure S6, and the resulting signs of th × te and the
exciton coupling can be employed as a quick predictor to
evaluate the photoluminescence and charge transport properties for a variety of anthracene derivatives.

III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
To conclude, we have proposed a promising scenario to
achieve high luminescence as well as presumably high charge
mobilities for HB H-aggregates with the aid of intermolecular
charge transfer. We have comprehensively analyzed the nature
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of the lowest-lying excited state in six HB H-aggregates via a
three-state diabatic Hamiltonian that quantitatively unravels
the emission mechanism of the investigated H-aggregates.
When the electron and hole transfer integrals are of the same
sign (th ≈ te = t) and their absolute values are notably larger
than that of the exciton coupling (|t | > 2 |J |), the
intermolecular CTE strongly couples with the bright FE and
forms a dipole-allowed S1, which lies below the dark state and
may enable strong luminescence. Such enhanced luminescence
behavior, which is traditionally recognized as the hallmark of
the J-aggregates, is thus attained in H-aggregates with
considerable transfer integrals. Since large transfer integrals
are also favored by high charge mobilities, the photoluminescence and charge transport become compatible in
this scenario. Therefore, H aggregates with th × te > 0 are
advantageous OLET candidates, of which the photoluminescence and charge transport are indeed compatible. By properly
slipping one of the monomers along the short and long axes,
we have explored the sign of th × te within the practical packing
range of anthracene derivatives and ﬁnd out that the eclipsed
conﬁguration almost always has positive th × te, thus becoming
a favored conﬁguration for OLETs.
In summary, the tacit mechanism of the intermolecular CTinduced strong emission in HB H-aggregates has been
explicitly disclosed in this work, which demonstrates an
OLET-favored scenario where the photoluminescence and
charge mobility are not mutually exclusive but compatible with
each other. Looking forward, our theoretical protocol
presented here would promise more advanced OLET materials
with brighter emission and higher mobilities in the future.
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